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Motivation

Making oneself known to people aiming to coordinate or participate as partners in a call is normally not straightforward. To help you maximize your chances to find partners/a consortium to tackle a topic of the Green Deal call, we have compiled a list of platforms, and events that could help in finding partners/consortia applying to the Green Deal call. Make sure you do not only make yourself visible through the listed tools, but actively and regularly search the platforms for people who are interested in the same topic(s). Approach people yourself, don’t just wait until to be contacted!

Virtual brokerage events

- **Horizon 2020 Green Deal: Information and Consortia Building Event** Series by KTN, UK
  - 29 September, 9 and 15 October 2020
- **Virtual brokerage event on the Horizon 2020 Green Deal call** by Enterprise Ireland and Invest Northern Ireland
  - 13 October 2020, registration closes 2 October
- **Horizon 2020 Green Deal Call virtual brokerage event** by Eastern Europe NCPs and EEN
  - Focused on climate action, environmental research, food system research and circular economy
  - 14 October 2020, registration closes 12 October
- **Virtual brokerage event: Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) in the Green Deal call** by Net4Society
  - 27 October 2020, registration closes 23 October
- **Virtual brokerage event on Environment, Energy and Circular Economy** by Enterprise Europe Network (EEN)
  - Matchmaking for business and research, not restricted to the Green Deal call
  - Continuously open until end of 2020

Partnering platforms

- **Platform by French Horizon 2020 portal on Green Deal call**
- **Partnering platform by NCPs CaRE project**
- **Partner search section on ECs Funding and Tender Portal, directly with the topic(s) you’re interested in** (links e.g. through Euresearch Topic Overview)
- **Enterprise Europe Network (EEN) marketplace**. Register for E-Alert to receive the published partnersearches and/or contact an EEN advisor to discuss posting your own research offer or request.

Disclaimer

The above list is designed as a starting point for your search and is by no means complete nor can we judge with each resource how helpful it will turn out to be for finding like-minded persons. Your NCP (find out who is responsible for a given Green Deal call topic from the Topics Overview document) likely has additional hints to finding project partners for a specific topic.

Keep in mind that your own network (and that of colleagues you can tap in) is still the most valuable resource to find project partners/a consortium to join.